


We believe in advancing the sport of fishing using digital 
technologies in pure and authentic ways.  

  

 

Fishing Is Fun. Makes It Awesome!

Download 
FREE

Track, share, connect, explore, learn, and improve time on the water.

PLAN RECORD RELIVE



Tracking every detail of fishing trips improves fishing skills faster. Collaborate over trip details to compare which areas, 
baits, and techniques are working. Whether it’s before or after a tournament, breaking down each teams trips will help 

each angler learn and improve!

Break down & learn waters together.

Download 
FREE

High School Fishing teams struggle to have a team mentality as fishing is inherently an individual 
sport. That makes it tough for student anglers to learn from each others experiences on the water. 



With Go Live,  it’s easier than ever for coaches, parents, and friends to follow along with Student Anglers on the water! You’ll 
be able to see their trip path, catches, and give them real-time feedback!

Go Live and broadcast trips to any device for real time 
feedback, updates, and more. 

Download 
FREE

It’s difficult for coaches and parents to follow along with their anglers while they’re on the water. 
Unlike other sports, the “playing field” can be miles from your location, making it tough to watch 

in real-time, see how they’re doing and the decisions they’re making.



Student anglers can add coaches and parents as friends in the app. Now, people who care about helping anglers improve 
can give feedback, help in decision making, and improve their catch performance. The learning curve shortens when you 

have the information and fellow anglers helping each other!

Stay up to date with your team!

Download 
FREE

In each club, there are student anglers who are new to fishing and struggling to get the 
opportunity to learn from friends, the club, and their own fishing experiences on the water.



More on ANGLR app capabilities for HS students...

Download 
FREE



Whether you’ve got a Bullseye, an Abu Garcia Virtual Rod, a Lowrance unit with WiFi capability or an Apple 
Watch… we’ve got you covered!

Connect multiple devices!

Download 
FREE



Catch fish in the app… get rewarded! It’s really that easy. You can measure your friends progress 
towards each challenge too, so it’s easy to earn bragging rights!

Challenge friends and teammates!

Download 
FREE



With 14 powerful mapping overlays, fishing data, & advanced waypoint tracking, ANGLR Pro is a no 
brainer for the serious angler! For $29.99 a year, you’ll unlock advanced features and receive an ANGLR 

Bullseye!

It gets even better with   rrrrr   

Download 
FREE



Being a part of a high school team that teams up with ANGLR gives you perks like a 50% 
discount code to the ANGLR shop, freebie gear, and partner promotions!   

Enjoy a few perks too!

Your Code: HSFISH25
Download 

FREE



1. Download the ANGLR app from the Apple Store or Google Play

2. Set up your Profile in the app

3. Invite me @DHorner17 as a friend, add your coach, add your parents and 

students anglers as a friend in the app

4. Students, go fishing and use the app to log your trips 

5. Your coach will be able to see your fishing trip and give feedback and 

discuss ways to improve your next time out!

 

How to get started with ANGLR

Download 
FREE

Join ANGLR FREE




